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Introduction

This Local Course Index XML File Error Message Dictionary is a tool to help not only understand what an XML error message means, but how the error can be fixed so that a Local Course XML file will successfully load to the Minnesota Common Course Catalogue (MCCC) processing engine.

When the MCCC processing engine rejects a Local Course Index XML file, it creates a PDF report of the error(s) that caused the file to fail. The PDF report is attached to the rejection notice that is emailed to the person who uploaded the file, and it is also posted on the MCCC file processing page of the district’s MCCC webpage.

Each error code listed in this dictionary includes one or more sample error messages, an explanation of what the specific error message means and suggestions for fixing the error. Always correct the error(s) in your vendor system, generate a new XML file and submit the new XML file to the MCCC system for processing. If you do not follow these steps, your district system, your vendor system and the MCCC system will not be synchronized.

There are two errors that require special consideration. They are formatting errors and carry the error codes XSDCHECK and SQLException. These error codes mean the XML file itself is not valid. When the MCCC processing engine encounters either of these formatting errors, it cannot read any further and rejects the file. In other words, the processing engine finds each error associated with either of these two codes one at a time.

Fixing one formatting error, therefore, does not mean the new file will be accepted when it is submitted. Each time the processing engine encounters a formatting error, it rejects the file and that may happen again and again. Only after fixing all the formatting errors—one at a time—will the processing engine read the entire XML file. If your vendor does not offer a file validation tool, use the free tool XML Notepad 2007 to review the file so you can see all the formatting errors at one time. An explanation of how to install and use XML Notepad 2007 is available in the download section on the public MCCC webpage or by contacting mde.mccc@state.mn.us.

Once all formatting errors are corrected, the processing engine reads the entire file for another type of error. These are business errors, and the processing engine reports all these errors at one time. In some instances a single business error will trigger multiple error messages. By fixing a single business error, multiple business error messages may disappear. While one error code may be different from another, the explanations of what two or more codes mean and suggestions for fixing them may be the same.

While creating this document, the MCCC team attempted to generate every error message the processing engine can create for Local Course Index XML file. If, however, you encounter an error that is not included in this dictionary, please contact us so we can add it and help you and others who encounter it understand and fix the error.

If you would like more information about how XML files are processed, what error messages mean or how to fix errors, please contact the MCCC team at mde.mccc@state.mn.us.
XSD Check

Sample Error Message

XSDCHECK: (A variety of information will follow this code).

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course File format does not pass the XML validation check against the XSD schema. The XSD schema defines the fields, characteristics and requirements for a valid XML file. If the file’s formatting does not match the XSD, the processing engine rejects the file and gives an obscure error message about which record contains the error. There may be multiple XSD errors but the processing engine finds only one error at a time. If this error is fixed, there may be other errors of this type that will cause the file to fail again.

Suggestions

If your vendor does not offer a file validation tool, use the free tool XML Notepad 2007 to review the file so you can see all the formatting errors at one time. An explanation of how to install and use XML Notepad 2007 is available in the Tools and Supports section on the public MCCC webpage or by contacting mde.mccc@state.mn.us.

SQLException

Sample Error Message

SQLException: (A variety of information will follow this code).

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course File does not pass the XML validation check against the XSD schema. The XSD schema defines the fields, characteristics and requirements for a valid XML file. If the file’s formatting does not match the XSD, the processing engine rejects the file and gives an obscure error message about which record contains the error. There may be multiple SQL Exception errors but the processing engine finds only one error at a time. If this error is fixed, there may be other errors of this type that will cause the file to fail again.

Suggestions

If your vendor does not offer a file validation tool, use the free tool XML Notepad 2007 to review the file so you can see all the formatting errors at one time. An explanation of how to install and use XML Notepad 2007 is available in the Tools and Supports section on the public MCCC webpage or by contacting mde.mccc@state.mn.us.

COURSELOADINTERRUPTTED

Sample Error Message

CourseLoadInterrupted: Staff and/or Student data present for the sites you are loading. Delete Staff/Student Data for the sites that course data is being loaded.
Explanation

This error is received when the course file upload failed because staff/student data exists for the sites listed in the file.

Suggestions

To complete the course load you will need to delete Staff/Student data for each site that course data is being loaded.

COURSELOAD0000INTERRUPTTED

Sample Error Message

CourseLoad0000Interrupted: Staff and/or Student data present for the organization you are loading. Delete Staff/Student Data for the entire district before the course data can be loaded.

Explanation

This error is received when the course file upload failed because staff/student data exists for the entire district.

Suggestions

To complete the course load you will need to delete Staff/Student data for the entire district.

SITE_IN_DATA_NOT_IN_HEADER

Sample Error Message

SITE_IN_DATA_NOT_IN_HEADER: ‘888’ SiteNumber is not specified in the SiteNumber list in the Header, LocalCourseCode – ‘3100’ and SiteNumber- ‘888’.

Explanation

This error is received when a site is used in the load file but not listed in the header of the load file.

Suggestions

You will need to contact your student information helpdesk. Let them know about the error so that the code can be modified. The other option is to edit the XML file and add the missing site numbers.

SITENUMBER_VALIDITY

Sample Error Message

INAVTIVE_SITE: ‘888’ SiteNumber is either INVALID or status is INACTIVE in Org Unit for the submitted School Fiscal Year, LocalCourseCode – ‘3100’ and SiteNumber – ‘888’.
Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a site number for the district that is either invalid or inactive for the given reporting year.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Verify the correct site number is being used for the school.

912COURSE_MISSING_ENDOF COURSEIND

Sample Error Message

912COURSE_MISSING_ENDOF COURSEIND: EndOfCourseIndicator is required for 9-12 course 02012072 and Site 20

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message is a K-12 course and does not have the end of course indicator information identified.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Provide a selection for the field, end of course indicator, identified in the error message. This will be a true only for the science course that your 10th graders take the year that they will be taking the state science test. Because this field is required for all courses EE-8 should have this field set to false.

912COURSE_MISSING_GRADREQIND

Sample Error Message

912COURSE_MISSING_GRADREQIND: GradRequirementIndicator is required for 9-12 course 02011061 and Site 20

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message is a K-12 course and does not have the graduation requirement indicator information identified.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Provide a selection for the field, graduation requirement, identified in the error message. This will be a true for all courses that count for graduation except courses that are only electives. Because this field is required for all courses EE-8 should have this field set to false.
ASSESSIMPLCODE_INVALID
Sample Error Message
ASSESSIMPLCODE_INVALID: Invalid Assessment Tool Code ‘USSS’ for LocalCourseCode 1000 and Site 695.

Explanation
This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has an invalid assessment tool implementation code for Early Education.

Suggestions
In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Verify the Assessment Implementation Code. For a list of all valid values for this field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

ASSESTOOLCODE_INVALID
Sample Error Message
ASSESTOOLCODE_INVALID: Assessment Tool Codes BAD for local course code PRE001 and site 009.

ASSESTOOLCODE_INVALID: Assessment Tool Codes ASQ and ASQ:SE require state classifications between 89000 and 89999 for local course code 1002 and site 008.

Explanation
This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has an assessment tool code that is invalid or is not valid because ASQ and ASQ:SE are being used on a Non-Special Education Early Education course. The assessment codes of ASQ or ASQ:SE can only be used with Special Education Early Education state course codes. These codes are between 89000 and 89999. The list of state course codes for Early Education can be found MCCC Public webpage.

EEPROGRAMCODE_INVALIDFOR_ASSESSTOOLCODE
Sample Error Message
EEPROGRAMCODE_INVALIDFOR_ASSESSTOOLCODE: EEProgram Code must be either EI or ECSE when Assessment Tool Code is either ASQ or ASE:SE for LocalCourseCode Prep04 and site 9.
Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has an Early Education Program Code that does not match with the Assessment Tool.

Suggestions

The Assessment Tool Codes of ASQ and ASQ:SE can only be used with EE Program types of Early Intervention (EI) or Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE). Verify that the EE Program type is EI or ECSE or change the EE Program type. For a list of all valid values for EE Program type and Assessment Tool Codes refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

COLLECODE_INVALID

Sample Error Message

COLLECODE_INVALID: Invalid College Code 112339 for LocalCourseCode 02011061 and Site 20.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message does not have a valid College Code identified.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. For courses that have a Course Level of A or D need to list a valid Federal School Code for the College Code. You can use FAFSA to do a school code search to find the Federal School code for your college.

COLLEGE_MISSING_COURSELEVELA

Sample Error Message

COLLEGE_MISSING_COURSELEVELA: CourseLevel A must exist for CollegeCode 002339 for LocalCourseCode 02010101 and Site 20.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a College Course Level that does not match the Local Course Level. In this case the College Course Level is A and the Local Course Level is D.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by making the two course levels the same. If this course is an articulated course than make both course levels an A. If this course in a dual enrollment course than make both course levels a D.
COLLEGE_MISSING_COURSELEVELD

Sample Error Message

COLLEGE_MISSING_COURSELEVELD: CourseLevel D must exist for CollegeCode 112339 for LocalCourseCode 02011061 and Site 20.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a College Course Level that does not match the Local Course Level. In this case the College Course Level is D and the Local Course Level is A.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by making the two course levels the same. If this course is an articulated course than make both course levels an A. If this course is a dual enrollment course than make both course levels a D.

COURSELEVEL_ACD_HAS_BGE

Sample Error Message

COURSELEVEL_ACD_HAS_BGE: CourseLevels A, C and D cannot be combined with B, G, or E for LocalCourseCode 02012053 and Site 20.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has a course level of B in combination with a course level or G or E.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by removing the combination of course levels. A course level of Basic (B) cannot be used with the course levels of General (G) or Enriched (E).

COURSELEVEL_AD_MISSING_COLLEGE

Sample Error Message

COURSELEVEL_AD_MISSING_COLLEGE: A college record must exist for Course Level A and D for LocalCourseCode 02010101 and Site 20.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has a course level of A and D but no college information was given.
Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by adding the college information for this course. This will include the college course level, college code, college course code and the college course credits.

COURSELEVEL_B_HAS_GE

Sample Error Message

COURSELEVEL_B_HAS_GE: CourseLevel B cannot be combined with G or E for LocalCourseCode 010E100 and Site10.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has a course level of B in combination with a course level or G or E.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by removing the combination of course levels. A course level of Basic (B) cannot be used with the course levels of General (G) or Enriched (E).

COURSELEVEL_D_COLLEGE_COUNT_INVALID

Sample Error Message

COURSELEVEL_D_COLLEGE_COUNT_INVALID: Exactly one college record must exist for Course Level D for LocalCourseCode 02010101 and Site 20.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has a course level of D but no college information was given.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by adding the college information for this course. This will include the college course level, college code, college course code and the college course credits.

COURSELEVEL_G_HAS_E

Sample Error Message

COURSELEVEL_G_HAS_E: CourseLevel G cannot be combined with E for LocalCourseCode 010E120 and Site 10.
Explanations

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has a course level of G in combination with a course level E.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the course from the error message by removing the combination of course levels. A course level of General (G) cannot be used with the course levels of Enriched (E).

**COURSELEVEL_MISSING**

**Sample Error Message**

*COURSELEVEL_MISSING: Missing Course for LocalCourseCode 02012041 and Site 20.*

**Explanation**

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has no course level listed.

**Suggestions**

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Verify the course level. For a list of all valid values for this field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the [MCCC Public webpage](#).

**COURSELEVEL_X_OTHERCOURSELEVELS**

**Sample Error Message**

*COURSELEVEL_X_OTHERCOURSELEVELS: Course Level X cannot be combined with any other Course Levels for LocalCourseCode 02012062 and Site 20.*

**Explanation**

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error has a course level of X in combination with any other course level.

**Suggestions**

Correct the course from the error message by removing the combination of course levels. A course level of Not Applicable (X) cannot be used in combination with any other course level.

**CURRICULUMCODE_INVALID**

**Sample Error Message**

*CURRICULUMCODE_INVALID: Invalid Curriculum Code ABCTEST for LocalCourseCode 010E100 and Site 10.*
Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has an invalid curriculum code for an early education course.

Suggestions

Fix the curriculum code listed in the error message. A list of valid curriculum codes can be found in the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3 found on the MCCC Public webpage.

CURRICULUMIMPLCODE_INVALID

Sample Error Message

CURRICULUMIMPLCODE_INVALID: Invalid Curriculum Implementation Code YR3 for LocalCourseCode 010E100 and site 10.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has an invalid implementation code for the curriculum for early education.

Suggestions

Fix the implementation code listed in the error message. A list of valid implementation code can be found in the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3 found on the MCCC Public webpage.

DUPLICATE_RECORD

Sample Error Message

DUPLICATE_RECORD: Duplicate record for LocalCourseCode 010E300 and site.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message specifies a duplicate course for that site.

Suggestions

Remove the duplicate course.

EE8COURSE_COURSELEVEL_VALIDITY

Sample Error Message

COURSELEVEL_INVALID: Invalid CourseLevel C for LocalCourseCode 010E100

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level listed that is not valid for Early Education through eighth grade.
Suggestions

Correct the course level of the course listed in the error message. If the course listed in the error is a K-8 course than the only course levels that can be used are; B, E, G, N and X. If the course listed in the error is an Early Education course the only course level that can be used is P.

EECOURSE_MISSING_ABEIND

Sample Error Message

EECOURSE_MISSING_ABEIND: ABEIndicator is required for EE course 1700 and Site 9

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Early Education ABEIndicator.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add an ABEIndicator (Adult Basic Education indicator) response for the course listed in the error. This is a true/false option.

EECOURSE_MISSING_ASSESSTOOL

Sample Error Message

EECOURSE_MISSING_ASSESSTOOL: Assessment Tool is required for EE course CE010 and Site 9

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Assessment Tool Code.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add an Assessment Tool Code for the course. For a list of all valid values for this field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

EECOURSE_MISSING_CURRICULUM

Sample Error Message

EECOURSE_MISSING_CURRICULUM: Curriculum is required for EE course 1200 and Site 9.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Early Education Curriculum.
Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add a Curriculum Code for the course. For a list of all valid values for this field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

**EECOURSE_MISSING_EELOCATIONCODE**

Sample Error Message

*EECOURSE_MISSING_EELOCATIONCODE: EELocationCode is required for EE course 1600 and site 9.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Early Education Location Code.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add an Early Education Location Code for the course. For a list of all valid values for this field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

**EECOURSE_MISSING_EEPROGRAMCODE**

Sample Error Message

*EECOURSE_MISSING_EEPROGRAMCODE: EEProgramCode is required for EE course PReP04 and Site 9.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Early Education Program Code.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add an Early Education Program Code for the course. For a list of all valid values for this field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

**EECOURSE_MISSING_FEDPROGIND**

Sample Error Message

*EECOURSE_MISSING_FEDPROGIND: FederalProgramingIndicator is required for EE course 1700 and Site 9.*
Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Early Education Federal Program Indicator.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add a Federal Program Indicator response for the course listed in the error. This is a true/false option.

**EECOURSE_MISSING_STATEPROGIND**

Sample Error Message

*EECOURSE_MISSING_STATEPROGIND: StateProgramIndicator is required for EE course 1700 and Site 9*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level of P but did not list an Early Education State Program Indicator.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add a State Program Indicator response for the course listed in the error. This is a true/false option.

**EECOURSE_HAS_COLLEGES**

Sample Error Message

*EECOURSE_HAS_COLLEGES: Colleges are not allowed for EE course 1700 and Site 9*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a state course code greater than 23999 or a Course Level of P and lists college information for the course.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Remove any college information for the Early Education course. If this is a high school dual enrollment course than change course level to D or A, and make the state course code a number less than 23999.
**EELLOCATIONCODE_INVALID**

Sample Error Message

_EELLOCATIONCODE_INVALID: Invalid EELocationCode ‘TOO’ for LocalCourseCode 1600 and Site 9._

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a state course code greater than 81000 or a Course Level of P and has an Early Education Location Code listed that is not a valid code.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the EE Location Code for this field to refer to a valid value from the list. The document MCCC Valid Field Values V3 contains the list of valid values. This document can be found on the [MCCC Public webpage](http://mcccpublicwebpage).

**EEPROGRAMCODE_INVALID**

Sample Error Message

_EEPROGRAMCODE_INVALID: Invalid EEPROGRAMCode ‘NEXT’ for LocalCourseCode 1600 and Site 9._

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a state course code greater than 81000 or Course Level of P and has an Early Education Program Code listed that is not a valid code.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the EE Program Code for this field to refer to a valid value from the list. The document MCCC Valid Field Values V3 contains the list of valid values. This document can be found on the [MCCC Public webpage](http://mcccpublicwebpage).

**COURSELEVEL_INVALID**

Sample Error Message

_COURSELEVEL_INVALID: Invalid CourseLevel P for LocalCourseCode 0110._

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a Course Level that does not match with the state course code level for the course listed in the error.
Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Correct the Course Level for this course to refer to a valid value for the grade level of the course listed in the error. Each grade level has a limited used to the list of all course levels. Match the Course Level to the grade level. The document MCCC Valid Field Values V3 contains the list of valid values. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

K12COURSE_MISSINGSEQUENCELIMIT

Sample Error Message

K12COURSE_MISSINGSEQUENCELIMIT: SequenceLimit is required for K-12 course 010E220 and Site 10.

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message is missing the sequence limit.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add the sequence limit for this course. The sequence limit must be greater than or equal to the sequence number for the course.

K12COURSE_NEEDSSEQUENCENUMBER

Sample Error Message

K12COURSE_MISSINGSEQUENCENUMBER: SequenceNumber is required for K-12 course 010E220 and Site 10

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message is missing the sequence number.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add the sequence number for this course. The sequence number can be one or a number less than or equal to the limit for the course.

K12COURSE_NEEDSSTANDARDADDRESSED

Sample Error Message

K12COURSE_MISSINGSTANDARDADDRESSED: StandardAddressed is required for K-12 course 010E325 and Site 10.
Explanation
This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message is missing a value in the standards addressed field.

Suggestions
In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Add the standard addressed for this course. For a list of valid values for the standard addressed field refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the MCCC Public webpage.

K12COURSE_NEEDSNUL ASSESSTOOL
Sample Error Message
K12COURSE_HAS_ASSESSTOOL: Assessment Tool is not allowed for Non-EE course 010E100 Site 10.

Explanation
This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a value listed in the Early Education Assessment Tool and has a state course code used for K-12.

Suggestions
In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Remove any assessment tools if this course is a K-12 course. If this is an Early Education course than the state course code needs to be a number between 81000 and 92000.

K12COURSE_NEEDSNUL CURRICULUM
Sample Error Message
K12COURSE_HAS_CURRICULUM: Curriculum is not allowed for non-EE course 010E100 and Site 10.

Explanation
This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a value listed in the Early Education Curriculum Code and has a state course code used for K-12.

Suggestions
In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Remove any Early Education Curriculum Codes if this course is a K-12 course. If this is an Early Education course than the state course code needs to be a number between 81000 and 92000.
K12COURSE_NEEDSNULL_EELOCATIONCODE

Sample Error Message

*K12COURSE_HAS_EELOCATIONCODE: EELocationCode is not allowed for non-EE course 010E100 and Site 10.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a value listed in the Early Education Location Code and has a state course code used for K-12.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Remove the Early Education Location Code if this course is a K-12 course. If this is an Early Education course than the state course code needs to be a number between 81000 and 92000.

K12COURSE_NEEDSNULL_EEPROGRAMCODE

Sample Error Message

*K12COURSE_HAS_EEPROGRAMCODE: EEProgram is not allowed for non-EE course 010E100 and site 10.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a value listed in the Early Education Program Code and has a state course code used for K-12.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Remove the Early Education Program Code if this course is a K-12 course. If this is an Early Education course than the state course code needs to be a number between 81000 and 92000.

SEQUENCENUMBER_LIMIT_CHECK

Sample Error Message

*SEQUENCENUMBER_INVALID: SequenceNumber should be less than or equal to SequenceLimit for course 010E625 and Site 10.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a sequence number that is greater than the sequence limit.
Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Update the sequence number so that it is less than or equal to the sequence limit.

**SITE_IN_DATA_NOT_IN_HEADER**

Sample Error Message

*INAVTIVE_SITE: SiteNumber is either INVALID or status is INACTIVE in Org Unit for the submitted School Fiscal Year 100.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a site number for the district that is either invalid or inactive for the given reporting year.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Verify the correct site number is being used for the school.

**SITENUMBER_VALIDITY**

Sample Error Message

*INAVTIVE_SITE: SiteNumber is either INVALID or status is INACTIVE in Org Unit for the submitted School Fiscal Year 100.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has a site number for the district that is either invalid or inactive for the given reporting year.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Verify the correct site number is being used for the school.

**STANDARDPLACEMENTCODE_VALIDITY**

Sample Error Message


Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has entered an Early Education Standards Code.
Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Edit the standard addressed for this Early Education course. For a list of valid Early Education Standard Codes values refer to the document MCCC Valid Field Values V3. This document can be found on the [MCCC Public webpage](#).  

STATECOURSECODE_VALIDITY

Sample Error Message

*StateCourseCode: StateCourseCode is incorrect 24010 for LocalCourseCode 3120 and Site 10.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has entered a state course code that is not valid.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Edit the state course code for this course. For a list of valid state course codes refer to the course catalogues for each grade level. The course catalogues can be found on the [MCCC Public webpage](#).

STATECOURSEOTHER_NEEDS_LOCALDESCRIPTION

Sample Error Message

*COURSE_MISSING_LOCALDESCRIPTION: LocalDescription is required for StateCourseCode 51999 for LocalCourseCode 010E625 and Site 10.*

Explanation

This error is received when the Local Course Code for the Site specified in the error message has entered a state course code that needs to have a local description entered.

Suggestions

In the student information system edit the course information for the course sited in the message. Either choose a state course code that has a description or add a written description of the course.